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Abstract

This paper emphasises the study on ways of constructing
the substitution boxes (S-boxes). To improve the strength
of block cipher, a new proposed substitution box for sym-
metric key cryptography was designed based on Fibonacci
numbers and prime factor. This new security approach
was designed for better security of block ciphers. The
level of security S-box was evaluated based on the cryp-
tographic properties such as balance criteria, nonlinear-
ity, correlation immunity, algebraic degree, transparency
order, propagation, number of fixed points and opposite
fixed points, algebraic immunity, robustness to differen-
tial cryptanalysis, signal to noise ratio (SNR) Differential
Power Analysis (DPA) as well as confusion coefficient.
The AES S-box and the new proposed S-box were anal-
ysed to verify the cryptographical security of the S-box.
Result showed that the new proposed S-box using the Fi-
bonacci numbers and prime factor possessed good cryp-
tographic properties compared to the AES S-box.
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1 Introduction

Cryptography is an important part of information secu-
rity that covers the investigation of algorithms and pro-
tocols for secure information. Within the advancement
of technology, the design of cryptographic algorithm is
often enhanced to ensure that information is secure. In
terms of security, it is always a question of whether or not
these algorithms are secure enough to protect informa-
tion. Block ciphers are the most prominent and impor-
tant elements to provide high level security. Generally,
block cipher is a deterministic algorithm on fixed length

group of bits known as blocks to transform a fixed length
block of plaintext message blocks into cipher text blocks
of the same length. Since 1970, block cipher design and
analysis have been widely studied culminating in the se-
lection of Rijndael [8] as the new Advanced Encryption
Standard (AES) in 2001 [5]. Thus, a modern block cipher
was designed based on the AES substitution box (called
S-box) to substitute blocks of input bits to a set of out-
put bits. S-box is a critical part of any block cipher that
provides the primary source non-linear [12,16].

This paper proposes a design of secure symmetric en-
cryption S-box to improve the existing S-box. The de-
sign and characteristics of S-box in a block cipher are
the central measures of resistance against all adequately
high nonlinearities [9]. The confusion and diffusion prop-
erties are needed to build a strong encryption algorithm
as suggested by [37]. However, there are some problems
addressed in the process of the designing of a new S-box.
The two sets of problems arise from the selection of an S-
box before its cryptographic use can be considered secure.
The first problem is related to the design (or search) of
a good S-box while the second problem is in the verifica-
tion of a given S-box as one cryptanalytic technique [2].
Hence, constructing secure S-boxes to use them in dif-
ferent cryptosystems for increasing their security is the
current study problem [17]. S-box design is usually the
most important task while designing a new cipher [7].

The design of the new S-box is an important concern
in creating new and more secure cryptosystems [11]. The
disadvantages of S-box design are the limitations that
make it vulnerable and insecure [1, 18]. Currently, there
are no algebraic procedures that can give the preferred
and complete set of properties for an S-box [33]. Thus,
there has been a lot of attention on redesigning, recre-
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ating or renewing the design and implementation of the
original AES S-box.

Based on previous studies, there are various techniques
used to construct the standard AES S-box such as linear-
transform and non-linear function [39], fractional linear
transformation [19], branch numbers [36], affine trans-
formation [6, 41] and the network RFWKIDEA32-1 [26].
In another study, it was shown that Fibonacci number
can make secure communication from cryptanalysis at-
tacks [35]. This technique can fulfil the requirements for
communication such as capacity, security and robustness
to secure data transmission over an open channel. Recent
studies proved that the performance of encryption and
decryption algorithm using Fibonacci number is faster
than symmetric algorithms [38] and RSA algorithms [14].
These studies demonstrated that the performance of en-
cryption and decryption algorithm can be increased using
Fibonacci numbers. However, no study has addressed Fi-
bonacci technique and prime factor to construct the AES
S-box. In this paper, Fibonacci numbers and prime factor
were used to improve the original AES S-box.

This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, previ-
ous studies on Fibonacci numbers are reviewed. Section 3
briefly describes the AES S-box in cryptography, the Fi-
bonacci numbers and prime factor. Comparison between
the properties of Boolean functions of our new proposed
S-box and the AES S-box is explained in Section 4. Fi-
nally, conclusion is presented in Section 5.

2 Review on Fibonacci Numbers

In the field of cryptography, numbers play an important
role in different theoretical and practical applications.
Cryptosystems rely on the assumption that a number of
mathematical problems are computationally intractable
since they cannot be solved in polynomial time [29]. The
Fibonacci numbers are natural numbering system appro-
priate for the development of each living thing. Many
studies have investigated on how Fibonacci sequence can
be observed in the real world. These numbers occur ev-
erywhere in nature, ranging from the leaf arrangement
in plants, the structure of DNA as well as various pro-
portions in human face and structure of sea shells. One
study has been conducted observing that the phyllotaxis
of plants follows the Fibonacci sequence [28].

A study by [23] showed that the structure of DNA and
its organization pattern is a fractal. Then, [31] discovered
that the DNA gene-coding region sequences are strongly
related to the Golden Ratio and Fibonacci/Lucas integer
numbers. In another study, [3] examined the Fibonacci
numbers can be seen in the structure of coronary arterial
tree and that diseased atherosclerotic lesions in coronary
arteries follow the Fibonacci distribution. Nevertheless,
in computer science, the Fibonacci numbers act as a foun-
dation for various algorithms that are widely applied. In a
previous study, the Fibonacci numbers have been applied
in the encryption and decryption algorithm to display en-

crypting message.
In another study [34], it was shown that the content

of the original message were changed to the ciphertext by
taking each character from the message and converting it
based on the Fibonacci numbers. Based on these previous
studies, understanding the role of the Fibonacci numbers
may be a key to increase the performance of block cipher
in cryptosystems.

3 AES S-box in Cryptography

Substitution is a nonlinear transformation that makes the
confusion of bits. It is often considered as a look-up ta-
ble, which uses several byte substitution transformations
in the key expansion routine to perform a one-for-one sub-
stitution of a byte value. An n ×m S-box is a mapping
from n input bits to m output bits, S : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}m.
Basically, an S-box is a set of m single output Boolean
functions combined in a fixed order. There are 2n inputs
and 2m possible outputs for an n ×m S-box. Generally,
an n×m S-box, S, is represented as a matrix of size 2n×m

for each m-bit entry. An n×m S-box is a bijective S-box
where each input is mapped to a dissimilar output entry
and all possible outputs are presented in the S-box.

In 2001, the National Institute of Standards and Tech-
nology (NIST) announced the AES as a new standard
to replace the Data Encryption Standard (DES). This
standard indicates that the Rijndael algorithm is gener-
ally utilized as a part of numerous cryptographic appli-
cations. It was designed to handle additional block sizes
and key lengths 128, 192 and 256 bits. The 128 bits AES
encrypted a 16 byte block using a 16 byte key of 10 en-
cryption rounds. The value of each byte in the array is
substituted according to a look-up table.

The Rijndael AES S-box is designed based on three
transformations. The S-box is generated by determining
multiplicative inverse for a given number in Galois Field
GF(28) using the irreducible polynomial:

m(x) = x8 + x4 + x3 + x1.

The multiplicative inverse is then transformed as in Equa-
tion (1):

x′i = xi ⊕ x(i+4)mod8 ⊕ x(i+5)mod8 ⊕ x(i+7)mod8 ⊕ Ci. (1)

Where xi is the bit i of the byte and the column vector Ci

is added with the value {63} or {01100011}. The affine
transformation element of the Rijndael AES S-box can be
expressed as shown in Figure 1.

This affine transformation is the sum of multiple rota-
tions of the byte as a vector. Figure 2 shows the original
AES S-box represented here with hexadecimal notation.

3.1 Construct AES S-box Using Fi-
bonacci Numbers and Prime Factor

In this paper, the Fibonacci numbers and prime factor
were applied to construct the AES S-box to propose a
new S-box.
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Figure 1: Affine transformation of Rijndael AES S-box

Figure 2: The AES S-box

3.2 Fibonacci Numbers

In mathematics, the Fibonacci numbers or Fibonacci se-
quences are the numbers in the integer sequence of 0, 1,
1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34, 55, 89, 144, 233, 377, 610.... Based
on the definition, the first two numbers in the Fibonacci
sequence are 0 and 1, and each subsequent number is the
sum of the previous two. In mathematical terms, the
sequence Fn in Fibonacci numbers is defined by the re-
currence relation

Fn = Fn−1 + Fn−2. (2)

With seed values

F0 = 0, F1 = 1. (3)

The Fibonacci numbers were applied because they have
a wide range of significant mathematical properties that
make them very useful in computer science. Moreover, the
Fibonacci numbers are efficiently computable. Based on
this fact, the series can be generated efficiently. Any num-
ber can be written as the sum of unique Fibonacci num-
bers. The straightforwardness and beauty of Fibonacci
numbers are persuaded to create matrix cryptosystems,
which are helpful in securing information.

3.3 Prime Factor

The prime factor is the most remarkable and practical
for cryptography. Many algorithms used in public-key
cryptography contain various and critical security appli-
cations. Most of them are related to the fact that prime
factorisation is unique. Prime factorisation is the finding
of prime numbers that can be multiply together to make
the original number. In a number of theories, prime fac-
tor is a positive integer where the prime numbers divide
that integer exactly. For a prime factor p of n, the multi-
plicity of p is the largest exponent a for which pa divides
n precisely. In this paper, the AES S-box was improved
with the Fibonacci numbers and prime factor to make a
strong and secure S-box against cryptanalysis attack.

The new proposed S-box was constructed by the fol-
lowing steps:

1) The multiplicative inverse in the finite field GF(28)
was taken and the element {00} was mapped to itself.

2) The affine transformation was applied (over GF(28)).

3) Each byte in the S-box was assumed to comprise 8
bits labelled [x7, x6, x5, x4, x3, x2, x1, x0].

4) XOR with the value {63} or {01100011} which is a
byte of Ci.

5) Then XOR with the Fibonacci number.

6) XOR with the prime factor.
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Figure 3: Proposed S-box

The new equation of the Fibonacci numbers and prime
factor is expressed as below.

x′i = xi ⊕ x(i+4)mod8 ⊕ x(i+5)mod8 ⊕ x(i+7)mod8 ⊕ Ci

⊕Fn ⊕ P a1
i . (4)

Based on the Equation (4), the proposed S-box gener-
ated is illustrated in Figure 3.

4 Analysis of S-boxes Properties

To ensure that the newly proposed S-box is secure, crypto-
graphic tests were applied. In this paper, the AES S-box
and the new proposed S-box were analysed using the S-
box Evaluation Tool (SET). The SET is a tool utilised for
analysing cryptographic properties of Boolean functions

and S-boxes composing ANSI C code [32]. The quality of
an S-box is determined based on cryptographic properties
that must be considered in the designing and analysing of
S-boxes.

The experiments were conducted on Ubuntu 16.04LTS
operating system to test the cryptographic properties of
S-boxes, which are balance criteria, nonlinearity, cor-
relation immunity, algebraic degree, transparency or-
der, propagation, number of fixed points and opposite
fixed points, algebraic immunity, robustness to differen-
tial cryptanalysis, signal to noise ratio (SNR) Differen-
tial Power Analysis as well as confusion coefficient. Each
property of S-boxes relates to a certain cryptographic at-
tack.The results from the AES S-box and the new pro-
posed S-box are depicted in Figure 4 and Figure 5.

Meanwhile, the explanation for the cryptographic
properties of S-box is described as follows:

Balance: The most fundamental of all cryptographic
properties desired to be presented by Boolean func-
tion is balance. For an n×m, S-box is mapped from
GF (2n) to GF (2m). If every value ∈ GF (2m) is
mapped by an equal number of distinct input values,
then the S-box is balanced. On the other hand, if an
n-variable Boolean function whose Hamming weight
is not equal to 2n−1, it is called an unbalanced func-
tion [17].

Nonlinearity: One of the most important cryptographic
properties of a Boolean function is nonlinearity. In
fact, the nonlinearity of a n-variable Boolean function
f represents a measure of the dissimilarity between
f and the n-variable affine function a that f bears
the closest bitwise similarity to be measured by the
Hamming distance between f and a. S : {0, 1}n →
{0, 1}m is defined as the least value of nonlinearity
of all nonzero linear combination of n Boolean func-
tions fi : {0, 1} → {0, 1}, i = n − 1, ?1, 0 [17]. The
nonlinearity of an S-box must be high to resist lin-
ear cryptanalysis. Without a nonlinear component,
an attacker could express the input and output with
a system of linear equations where the key bits are
unknown.

The strength of S-box can be evaluated based on
the nonlinearity criteria where the high nonlinear-
ity is considered as cryptographically strong. Highly
nonlinear functions were stimulated since algorithms
close to linear are vulnerable to various approxima-
tion attacks [10]. The available limit of nonlinearity
for 8× 8 S-boxes is 100 [27].

An optimal value of nonlinearity is 120 [20]. Hence,
the analysis of the nonlinearity must be high to resist
linear cryptanalysis. Thus, the highest possible value
of NL is 120 ≤ NL ≤ 100.

Correlation Immunity: Correlation immunity is a prop-
erty of Boolean functions that denotes the extent of
independence between linear combinations of the in-
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put bits and the output. An n-variable Boolean func-
tion, f(x), which is mth-order correlation immune, is
denoted CL(m) if it is statistically independent of
the subset of m input variables where 1 ≤ m ≤ n.
An n-variable boolean function, f(x), which is mth-
order correlation immune, is denoted by CL(m), if,
for every ω such that 1 ≤ HW (ω) ≤ m,̂F (ω) = 0.
Thus, the higher the order of correlation immunity
m, the more positions in F̂ (ω) must have the values
of zero [40].

Algebraic Degree: The S-boxes should be the algebraic
functions of higher degree to resist higher order dif-
ferential attacks [22]. The algebraic degree of an S-
box (similarly, a Boolean function) is desired to be
as high as possible to resist a cryptanalytic attack
known as lower order approximation [42].

Algebraic Immunity: Boolean functions with high al-
gebraic immunity (AI) are vital to reduce the pos-
sibility of utilising algebraic attacks in breaking an
encryption system. The algebraic immunity of an
S-box depends on the number and type of linearly
independent multivariate equations it satisfies [30].

Transparency Order: Transparency order is proposed as
a parameter for the robustness of S-boxes to Differ-
ential Power Analysis (DPA): lower transparency or-
der denoting more resistance. However, most crypto-
graphically strong Boolean functions have been found
to have high transparency order [24]. Also to prevent
DPA attacks, transparency order of the S-box should
be as low as possible.

Propagation Characteristic: An n-variable Boolean
function f(x̄) satisfies the propagation characteris-
tics of degree k if f(x̄) changes with a probability
of half when i, (1 ≤ i ≤ k) bits of f(x̄) are com-
plemented. Propagation characteristic is a Boolean
function property that enables a function to achieve
good diffusion by ensuring output uniformity [15,17].

Fixed(Fp)and Opposite Fixed Points(OFp): For an n×
m S-box, a fixed point is defined as f(x) = x where if
an input x is given, the output is also x. An opposite
fixed point is defined as f(x) = x̄, where x̄ denotes
the bitwise complement of x. The number of Fp
and OFp should be kept as low as possible to avoid
leakage in any statistical cryptanalysis [21].

Robustness to Differential Cryptanalysis: Let F =
(f1, f2, ..., fn) be an n×m S-box where fi is a com-
ponent function of S-box mapping fi = {0, 1}n →
{0, 1}m . F is said to be robust against differential
cryptanalysis [25].

Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) Differential Power Analy-
sis: The SNR of the DPA signal increases with the
resistance against linear or differential cryptanaly-
sis. When the SNR is bounded, the lower bound is

reached by the poorest cryptographic S-boxes namely
affine S-boxes. High quality cryptographic S-boxes
are evaluated based on high SNR, which is close to
the maximum bound [15]. A higher SNR values mean
that the signal strength is stronger in relation to the
noise levels.

Confusion Coefficient: The confusion coefficient prop-
erty was defined with the intention to characterise
the resistance of an S-box. Recently, [13] introduced
confusion coefficient as a new property that relates
to the DPA resistance of S-boxes. A high confusion
coefficient indicates that the S-box output is very dis-
tinctive. Table 1 shows the comparison between the
proposed S-box and the standard AES S-box. Based
on the balance properties, findings suggest that both
S-boxes are balanced. There is no exploitable bias
where an attacker is unable to trivially approximate
the functions or the output. In particular, a large im-
balance may enable the Boolean function to be easily
approximated by a constant function.

The confusion in a cipher system is measured through
the nonlinear properties. Thus, the results indicate that
the nonlinearity value of the standard AES S-box and the
proposed S-box is high, achieving the optimal value to re-
sist linear cryptanalysis attack. For correlation immunity,
the results show that the AES S-box and the proposed S-
box are zero independence between linear combinations
of the input bits and the output. Meanwhile, the result
for the algebraic degree properties shows that the pro-
posed S-box has achieved high algebraic degree compared
to the AES S - box. The AES S-box showed an alge-
braic degree 7, whereas the proposed S-box displayed an
algebraic degree 8. Therefore, the proposed S-box will
be more difficult to be attacked by algebraic attacks or
higher-order differential cryptanalysis.

For algebraic immunity, the results demonstrated that
the AES S-box and the proposed S-box is 4, which indi-
cate that both S-boxes are secure from algebraic attack.
For the transparency order properties, the proposed S-
box was found to be smaller than the AES S-box, which
means that the proposed S-box has better DPA resistance
compared to the AES S-box. For propagation character-
istic, the comparison of the PC(k) was satisfied by both
S-boxes. While for the number of Fixed Points (Fp) and
Opposite Fixed Points (OFp), the results showed that
both S-boxes were satisfied. For robustness to differen-
tial cryptanalysis, the proposed S-box was seen to have
higher resistance to DPA attacks than the AES S-box.
The SNR (DPA) valued of the proposed S-box (9.8) was
higher than the AES S-box (9.6). Thus, the proposed S-
box has better resistance to DPA attacks in terms of SNR
(DPA).

The last cryptographic property is confusion coeffi-
cient. From the results, the proposed S-box has a con-
fusion coefficient variance of 0.1016 compared to the AES
S-box, which is 0.1113. Hence, it was seen that the pro-
posed S-box indicated a low confusion coefficient value to
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Figure 4: Result for AES S-box

make it harder for the side-channel attacks to attack the
S-box.

As a conclusion, the proposed S-box has good crypto-
graphic properties for algebraic degree, transparency or-
der, robustness to differential cryptanalysis, SNR(DPA)
and confusion coefficient than the AES S-box. Besides,
the result of balance = 0, nonlinearity = 112, correlation
immunity = 0, and algebraic immunity = 4 is similar to
AES S-box.

According to [40], if an S-box satisfies these crypto-
graphic properties, the S-box can be considered crypto-
graphically secure. Therefore, it is important for every
S-box to be evaluated based on cryptographic properties
to resist linear attack, differential attack, algebraic attack
and side channel attack.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, a new way to enhance the AES S-box has
been explored using the Fibonacci numbers and prime fac-
tor approach to increase the security of S-box in a block
cipher. The results showed that the values of several cryp-
tography properties of the proposed S-box are similar with
that of the existing S-box such as balance, nonlinearity,
correlation immunity, algebraic immunity and propaga-
tion characteristic. Hence, the proposed S-box inherits all
good cryptographic characteristics of the standard AES
S-box. From the result, it was observed that the proposed

Figure 5: Result for the proposed S-box

S-box has a high algebraic degree, low transparency order,
low robustness to differential cryptanalysis, high signal
to noise ratio (SNR) differential power analysis and high
confusion coefficient compared to the standard AES S-
box. The experiments have shown that the new proposed
S-box fulfilled the confusion and diffusion properties as
described by [37].

The experimental results indicate that the proposed S-
box has a high quality of cryptography properties. There-
fore, the Fibonacci numbers and prime factor have made
the proposed S-box to have more resistant to linear crypt-
analysis attacks and differential cryptanalysis. As a re-
sult, this approach had increased the security level of S-
box to achieve high quality cryptography properties. Fu-
ture studies can be done by demonstrating of cache-timing
attacks against the proposed S ?box as introduced by [4].

Timing attack is a type of side-channel attacks that
allows an attacker to extract information based on the
time taken to execute cryptographic algorithms. Since
cryptographic systems generally work on the keys, hence,
side-channel attacks have been developed to break a sys-
tem. The size of the proposed S - box was analysed to see
whether or not it leaks timing information during cache
hits to determine its immunity against cache-timing at-
tacks.
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Table 1: Comparison of cryptographic properties between the AES S-box and the proposed S-box

Cryptographic AES Proposed Range of Good
Properties S-Box S-Box Value Cryptographic

(Parameter n) Properties
Balance 0 0 n = 0 No Exploitable Bias
Nonlinearity 112 112 120 ≥ n ≥ 100 High
Correlation Immunity 0 0 n ≤ 0 Low
Algebraic Degree 7 8 n ≥ 10 High
Algebraic Immunity 4 4 n ≤ 4 Low
Transparency Order 7.860 7.859 n < 7.8 Low
Propagation Characteristic 0 0 n ≤ 0 Low
Fixed (Fp) and 0,0 1,0 n ≤ 4 Low
Opposite Fixed points (OFp)
Robustness to 0.984 0.981 n < 0.98 Low
Differential Cryptanalysis
Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) 9.600 9.887 n > 0.98 High
Differential Power Analysis
Confusion Coefficient 0.111 0.101 n ≤ 0 Low
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